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• The goal of this therapy is to help patients understand how tinnitus can affect 
hearing and provide some approaches for patients to use to improve their hearing.
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• By improving hearing and communication in different situations, we hope to 
alleviate difficulties that might be experienced due to hearing loss and/or tinnitus



• Review the patient’s audiogram so that they understand if they have hearing loss 
and the severity of the hearing loss.

• Review the audiogram like you are teaching this information to a graduate 
student.

• Be detailed
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• There are many different factors that affect communication. Many of these can 
be actually demonstrated, not simply discussed.
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• Discuss the types of hearing loss, with sensorineural as most typical.

• Be detailed
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• Depending on the severity and configuration of hearing loss, some sounds are not 
heard at all (often in high pitches). Other sounds may be distorted and will be less 
clear.

• Discuss the effects of high-frequency hearing loss on audibility of high-
frequency sounds, and the impact on communication abilities.
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• Discuss how background noise can affect hearing, and the importance of signal-
to-noise ratio
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• We get a lot of speech cues from lip reading, facial cues, and body language. 

• These cues rely on your ability to see the talker, so it is important that you 
maximize this to communicate better.
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• Being familiar with the topic of conversation will make communication more 
successful. 
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• This is an opportunity to learn from the patient: 

• What communication situations cause difficulty? 

• What have they tried and what has/has not worked?
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• Tinnitus does not cause hearing loss. 

• It can make it harder to hear and distract one from listening. 

• The tinnitus sound can mask of some environmental sounds. 

• Also, the tinnitus sound can be confused with external sounds when they have the 
same pitch.
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• The first step in managing a hearing loss is to make sure that patients are fit with 
an appropriate hearing device.

• This may consist of fitting the patient with a hearing aid or assistive listening 
device. 
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• Hearing aids help to: 

• improve hearing sounds and speech

• discover new sounds in our environment

• reduce the amount of effort to listen. 

• Because communication is easier, we can interact better with others in 
conversation

• Getting two hearing aids is recommended if you have hearing loss in both ears. It 
helps with your ability to localize sound (tell where a sound is coming from, such 
as a siren) and to hear better in noise (one ear away from noise helps with speech 
perception)
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• Encourage the patient that any hearing device will take time to adjust to. Just as 
the patient likely lost hearing over time, it is expected that it will take time to get 
used to the amplified sound.

• If patient is already wearing a hearing device, the appropriateness of the fit can 
be verified. 
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• Patients are often unaware of how the environment influences their hearing 
performance. 

• These tips on environmental modifications will help facilitate conversation:

• Make sure there is adequate light to illuminate the communication 
partner’s face without shadowing it

• Move away from light that is shining directly in the listener’s eyes and 
making it difficult to see partner’s face

• Being close to communication partner, creating a better signal-to-noise 
ratio

• Make sure that the face of the communication partner is visible and not in 
profile

• Close a door to eliminate movement from another room

• Close a window to eliminate blowing curtains or outside noise

• Turn off the TV or other noise sources
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• Familiarize yourself with the topic of conversation. 

• You can do this by 

• anticipating what the topic will be

• learning key vocabulary when it is not something you know well

• Practicing the dialogue that will likely occur

• Using relaxation techniques to remain calm when you feel you are lost in 
the conversation
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• Speech reading strategies such as watching facial expressions and body 
movements are effective at improving communication abilities.
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• Using clear speech, which is slowed speech, not necessarily louder, will help 
facilitate communication. 

• Often demonstrating clear speech is helpful to the patient or communication 
partner, and then practice having patient ask others to slow down. 
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• Repair strategies will help repair communication breakdowns. 

• These include asking others to 

• repeat (though often will take longer for person to repeat entire phrase)

• Rephrase (lets person know what you did get out of the message)
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• Repair strategies also include asking person to

• Reduce or highlight the most important parts (you can ignore the less 
meaningful information)

• Elaborate or provide more information
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Define the three communication styles

Encourage the patient, regardless of their personality type, how to become assertive 
rather than passive or aggressive.
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• Empower the patient to take charge of their hearing loss by using an effective 
communication style

• Telling others that they have hearing loss is an important step, if not already 
done.
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